NEW EQUIPMENT APPROVAL – CHEMICAL LEAN DETERMINATION
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this Advice Notice is to inform Accredited Enterprises and Exporters that the Australian Meat Industry Language and Standards Committee (AMILSC) has recently approved the following equipment additional to those listed in the National Accreditation Standards (2020 Edition).

APPROVAL DETAILS
Purpose: Chemical Lean Analysis (CL)

Equipment: Diode Array 6200 NIR Meat Analyser – a bench top unit used to determine Chemical Lean (CL) on Boneless Meat using Near Infrared (NIR) technology.

Supplier: PerkinElmer (Perten Instruments)

Further Information: https://www.perten.com/Products/DA-6200-NIR-Analyzer/

SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
A useful contact for CL Corers and Tips:
Purpose: Chemical Lean sampling equipment

Equipment: Corers and Tips

Supplier: J&B Haig Products

Further Information: T: 07 3829 0833, M: 0419 731 160, E: bjhaig@bigpond.com

If you have any queries on the new method, please contact AUS-MEAT Tel (07) 3361 9200 or Email: ausmeat@ausmeat.com.au

Bruce Gormley
General Manager – AUS-MEAT & Industry Standards
AUS-MEAT Limited

This advice has been prepared in consultation with the AMILSC